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Pievalta , Marches 
Recommended by Monty Waldin 
One of the often unremarked aspects of Italian 

wine is just how many growers make both still 

and sparkling wines . In France and Germany 
producers tend to specialise in one or the other. 

Alessandro Fenino of Pievalta trained as 

a sparkling-wine producer but now makes 

mainly still wines from 27ha of Verdicchio 

grapes . 
These grow in the historically 

castleclad ( castelli ) hills around Jesi in the Marche 

along central Italy' s Adriatic coast . Fenino says 
the key thing about making either fizz or still 
wine is having ' flavours which taste crisp but 

ripe , rather than crisp in the sense of unripe or 

green " you cannot talk of elegance and 

sourness in the same breath' . 

Fenino is getting rave reviews for his range 
of Verdicchio , still and sparkling , not only from 

the wine media but from his bosses at the 

merchant house of Barone Pizzini 
. It makes 

mainly sparkling wines from its northern 

Italian base and installed Fenino to manage its 

Verdicchio vineyards soon after they bought 
them in 2002 . Fenino adopted biodynamics to 

temper the extremes of Pievalta' s terroir : intense 

heat ,blinding light , dark clouds , prolonged 
dryness , cool nights and rainy squalls . `Terroir

means weather , not just soil ,' says Fenino. 

Vines which can happily deal with climate 

shocks stay stress-free . A stress-free vine is best 

placed to provide the ripeness of flavour a 

naturally crisp-tasting grape like Verdicchio 

needs to be enjoyable . Pievalta' s Verdicchio dei 

Castelli di Jesi perfectly combines 
this sense of confident expressiveness 
and poised restraint. 

Pievalta , 
Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi 

Classico Superiore 201118.5 ( 95 

£10.25 Vintage Roots 

Generous waxy acacia and tangerine 
fruit flavours cut by a well-judged , 

mouthwatering , 
sea-salt finish. 
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